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ABSTRACT: The generation of a current through
interaction between bacteria and electrodes has been
explored by various methods. We demonstrate the
attachment of living bacteria through a surface displayed
redox enzyme, alcohol dehydrogenase II. The unnatural
amino acid para-azido-L-phenylalanine was incorporated
into a specific site of the displayed enzyme, facilitating
electron transfer between the enzyme and an electrode. In
order to attach the bacteria carrying the surface displayed
enzyme to a surface, a linker containing an alkyne and a
thiol moiety on opposite ends was synthesized and
attached to the dehydrogenase site specifically through a
copper(I)-catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition reaction.
Using this approach we were able to covalently link
bacteria to gold-coated surfaces and to gold nanoparticles,
while maintaining viability and catalytic activity. We show
the performance of a biofuel cell using these modified
bacteria at the anode, which resulted in site-specific
dependent fuel cell performance for at least a week. This is
the first example of site-specific attachment of a true living
biohybrid to inorganic material.

The attachment of biomolecules and whole organisms to
surfaces has been studied for several decades for a

plethora of applications. Enzymes, antibodies, and antigens
were immobilized for a wide range of uses, such as
biosensing,1−4 logic gates,5 biofuel cells,6,7 bioelectronics,8

proteomics,9 and diagnostics.10−13 Cells and microorganisms
were previously attached to surfaces by various approaches.14,15

Different chemistries were used for the attachment of amino
acid residues of the biomolecules to surfaces. One of the
drawbacks of these applied chemical approaches is that they are
not specific and often target functional groups at undesired
locations on the surface of a given protein, compromising
activity. Our approach is general and could be adapted to any
redox enzyme or any protein for that matter (including
antibodies), provides the enzyme with the right orientation
relative to the surface, and includes a single population of
enzymes relative to the electrode. Hence, it is much more
accurate in data interpretation. Here, we report the first
example of site specifically oriented surface displayed enzymes
through which entire microorganisms are covalently attached to
gold electrodes or nanoparticles. Notably, the immobilized

microorganisms maintain viability, while the displayed redox
enzymes are active and the sites of modification determine their
specific activity.
We set out to prepare such a system, as described in Figure

1A: Escherichia coli JK321 strain (E. coli) was used for the

autodisplay16 of the enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase II (ADHII)
from Zymomonas mobilis (Z. mobilis). In addition, the unnatural
amino acid (UAA) para-azido-L-phenylalanine (Az-Phe)17 (1,
Figure 1B) was incorporated into the surface displayed ADHII
into specific sites (V66, P182, D314) in response to the stop
codon TAG and resulted in the mutant enzymes V66TAG,
P182TAG, D314TAG, respectively. Mutation locations were
determined from a model of the crystal structure of a monomer
of ADHII (Figure S1). Upon Az-Phe incorporation, we used a
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Figure 1. (A) (1) Scheme for the specific cycloaddition of the linker to
azide-bearing unnatural amino acid (UAA) on surface displayed ADH
II. (2a) Attachment of gold nanoparticles via thiol linkage; (2b)
attachment of whole cells to gold surface. (B) (1) p-azidophenylala-
nine (Az-Phe); (2) redox-active linker, containing alkyne and thiol
moieties; (3) rhodamine-alkyne.
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specific redox linker (2, Figure 1B) that could be reacted from
one side with the azide functional group on the enzyme (via
copper(I) mediated alkyne−azide “click” cycloaddition) re-
action18 and with a gold surface or a gold nanoparticle from its
free side via a thiol group.
We reasoned that this approach could be advantageous in the

design of efficient biosensors or biofuel cells based on living
cells. Among the many advantages of a surface display system
which permits presentation of an active enzyme on the surface
of a microorganism are: the elimination of the need for enzyme
purification,19 enhanced enzyme stability due to its proximity to
the membrane,20 and allowing for genetically encoded
regeneration of the same enzyme once it loses activity,21,22

specifically when covalently attached to an inorganic surface.
These three major advantages have been the incentive for our
experimental design. In addition, the attachment of the surface
displayed enzymes to gold through a redox active molecule
allows us to direct the electrons that are released from fuel
oxidation directly through the linker to the electrode. When
used in biofuel cells, this allows the use of such a modified
electrode as an anode that is not separated by a membrane
from the cathode, since oxygen is not able to compete with the
electrode over electrons.23 Thus, all electrons directly released
from fuel oxidation flow to the electrode and not to other side
metabolic reactions inside the bacteria. Moreover, this approach
combines advantages from both prevailing biofuel cell systems;
on the one hand, enzyme-based systems that afford high
enzymatic load and specific reactions that do not allow side
reactions. On the other hand, microbial fuel cells, in which
microorganisms can regenerate enzymatic catalysts as needed,
however allow loss of electrons to other reactions in the
microorganism’s metabolism. By surface displaying and
attaching the redox enzymes to the electrode, we were able
to combine the advantages suggested by both systems, thus
overcoming the hurdles encountered when using only one of
the systems.
As a first step we set out to confirm the activity and surface

display of our three mutants and the incorporation of the UAA.
We measured ∼85% of wild-type (WT) enzyme activity for
each of the three mutants with incorporated Az-Phe (Figure
S2), indicating that interference with activity was minimal upon
mutation and UAA incorporation. This is in contrast to other
systems for site-specific immobilization through cysteine
mutations, that have shown significantly decreased enzymatic
activity, possibly due to multiple mutations (i.e., cysteine
deletions as well as site-specific cysteine incorporation).24

However, by demonstrating retention of biochemical activity,
we show that ADHII was indeed expressed in E. coli. In order to
further prove its location on the surface of the microorganism,
as opposed to localization in the cytoplasm, we attempted to
link the enzyme both to gold nanoparticles and to a gold
surface. Figure 2 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the site-
specific attachment of bacteria to a gold-coated surface (Figure
2a,b) or to gold nanoparticles (Figure 2d).
The mutant shown in these images is V66TAG (results are

similar with all three mutants). The images in Figure 2a,b,d
could be seen only when all components of the designed
system were present: bacteria harboring a plasmid encoding for
the UAA incorporation (pSup-MjAzRS-6TRN),25 a plasmid
encoding for the autodisplay of ADHII (pJM7-ADHII), growth
in the presence of Az-Phe and ‘clicking’ to 2. When any of these
components was missing, for example, in the absence of pSup-

MjAzRS-6TRN (Figure 2c), in the absence of Az-Phe or in the
absence of pJM7-ADHII, negligible numbers of bacteria on
gold or gold nanoparticles on bacteria were observed.
These results indicate that only with the encoded

components inserted into the system, the ‘click’ reaction
occurs, affording bacteria attachment to gold, which implies the
site-specific attachment of ADHII to the surface. After
attachment of bacteria, we aimed to regenerate the gold surface
by electrochemical reduction of the thiols at the gold surface,
resulting in their detachment. The potential of the gold-coated
slide was biased to −1.0 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode for 5
min. From an AFM image of the surface after application of
potential, it could be seen that most bacteria were detached
from the surface after application of potential (Figure S3).
Solutions containing bacteria after desorption that were
concentrated and spread onto agar plates showed growth of
colonies, indicating that the bacteria remained alive after
electrolysis, demonstrating that bacteria were alive before the
application of potential. In addition, we investigated whether
the ‘click’ reaction conditions are biocompatible, through
counting viable colonies (SI section); we detected a
considerable difference in the numbers of live cells upon the
switch between a nonbiocompatible ligand (4) in the SI to the
biocompatible one (5), (Figure S4), from 5 × 108 to 6 × 109

cells per mL, respectively, compared to control cells that did
not undergo the ‘click’ reaction under the same conditions that
had reached 8 × 109 cells per mL.
To assess the distribution of thiol groups and through them

the distribution of the surface displayed enzymes, we attempted
to attach gold nanoparticles to the modified bacteria, followed
by visualization of the bacteria by TEM. Figure 2d shows the
results of the TEM imaging, demonstrating that the distribution
of gold nanoparticles is fairly even. According to a rough
analysis of the numbers of nanoparticles per bacterium (NPB),
we estimate ∼10 000 (±1700) NPB. Due to the size of
nanoparticles, we estimate that, on average, only one enzyme
was attached to each particle. Based on displayed ADHII
activity measurements, we estimated ∼11 000 active enzyme
copies per E. coli cell (Figure S2). A number that corresponds
well with the TEM images estimations based on the attachment
of NPB.
Next, we set out to prove that the ‘click’ reaction was indeed

specific; that it did take place on the surface of the bacteria on
the ADHII. We ‘clicked’ the surface displayed ADHII with
incorporated Az-Phe to the fluorescent probe 3, which is an
alkyne-modified rhodamine. The observation of a red
fluorescent band on an SDS-PAGE gel of a size that
corresponds to the ADHII monomer (33 kDa) and the
absence of any other fluorescent bands demonstrate that the
Az-Phe amino acid is indeed incorporated to ADHII and that
the enzyme is on the surface of the bacteria, since after

Figure 2. E. coli following “click” reaction with linker 2. (a−c) AFM
images. (a) 3D image of E. coli (V66TAG ADHII) covalently attached
to gold; (b) wider field image of V66TAG ADHII; (c) E. coli harboring
only pJM7-ADHII. (d) TEM image of Au nanoparticles covalently
attached to E. coli V66TAG ADHII.
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performing the “click” reaction on a whole bacteria, we
separated membranes from cytosolic components. Figure S5
shows fluorescent gels of the three mutants that were expressed
in the presence and absence of Az-Phe. No bands were
observed in the absence of the UAA. To prove that the UAA
was incorporated in the intended location in ADHII and that
no other natural amino acid was incorporated instead, an MS/
MS analysis of a peptide that contained the UAA was
performed following trypsin digest of a mutant P182TAG
enzyme (Figure S6). Indeed, we could observe a peptide
containing Az-Phe in position 182 instead of proline.
Next, we tested whether the displayed enzyme was able to

communicate with the electrode via the site specifically linked
redox linker. Hence, we attached the modified bacteria to
screen printed gold electrodes and analyzed the cyclic
voltammograms of the modified bacteria in the presence or
absence of 1% ethanol (the natural substrate of ADHII). Upon
oxidation of ethanol we expected to observe the evolution of an
anodic bioelectrocatalytic current resulting from the enzymatic
oxidation of ethanol, whereas in the absence of ethanol, only
the typical redox wave of the redox label (2) should be
observed. Figure 3 displays the evolved bioelectrocatalytic

current in the presence of mutants V66TAG and P182TAG
(Figure 3a,b, respectively), while with mutant D314TAG (c) or
with a surface displayed WT ADHII, which was nonspecifically
attached to the electrode (d), this current was nearly absent,
indicating that both the orientation of the enzyme relative to
the electrode and the distance of the redox active linker from
the enzyme active site are crucial for effective active site−
electrode communication. As expected, bacteria that were
harboring only pJM7-ADHII or harboring both plasmids but
grown in the absence of the UAA did not display any
bioelectrocatalytic signals (Figure 3e,f, respectively).
Finally, we assembled a biofuel cell based on the site-specific

attachment scheme as an anode. The cathode was controlled by
a potentiostat26,27 and was biased continuously at +700 mV vs
Ag/AgCl electrode. The fuel at the anode was ethanol, and the
fuel cell was not compartmentalized with a membrane and was
exposed to the ambient atmosphere.

The performance of the biofuel cell is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4A shows the power outputs for the mutants and their

controls, where as Figure 4B shows the power outputs achieved
in the system upon an operation of a week under the same
conditions. Maximal performance was achieved for mutants
V66TAG and P182TAG, 13.5 and 12.6 μW/cm2 by assembling
a biofuel cell and modifying the external resistances serially
(Figure 4A, curves a,b, respectively). Mutant D314TAG as well
as the nonspecifically bound surface displayed WT ADHII have
shown similar power outputs of ∼6.1 and 6.0 μW/cm2 (curves
c,d), respectively. Purified ADHII from Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
nonspecifically covalently bound, shows a lower power output
of 3.8 μW/cm2 (curve e). ADHII concentration was similar to
the estimated active enzyme units as the surface displayed
ADHII (Figure S2). Surface displayed ADHII and WT E. coli in
solution have shown minimal power outputs of 2.60 and 1.68
μW/cm2 (curves g,f), respectively. The results achieved for
mutants V66TAG and P182TAG show comparable power
outputs to electrogenic bacteria in biofuel cells. When the fuel
cell was operated for the duration of a week (in the presence of
required antibiotics, to select against nonspecific bacteria),
biofilm formation was observed in addition to a day-to-day
increase in power densities. Power densities grow, and we
suggest that its increase is caused by the increase in bacterial
population density and concomitant (and accelerated)
production and secretion of redox active molecules. These
new bacteria are not covalently attached, however, without the
first layer of modified bacteria, E. coli produce extremely low
power densities. Figure 4B demonstrates the increase in power
outputs over time, where maximal power outputs measured
were ∼14, 21, 26, 36, and 45 μW/cm2 shown in curves a−e,
respectively. When an attempt was made to do the same
experiment with bacteria that were displaying ADHII and were
bound in a nonspecific manner to the electrode, a test of cell
viability showed that the cells died (only 1% survived).
In summary, we demonstrate that the UAA Az-Phe was

successfully incorporated into a surface displayed enzyme in a
site-specific manner. Bacteria containing the incorporated UAA
were specifically attached to gold and electrochemically
desorbed from the gold surface. Excitingly, bacteria with the
appropriate mutation showed bioelectrocatalytic activity and

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of E. coli attached to gold working
electrode, upon a click reaction with 2. Red curves are recorded after
addition of 1% ethanol. E. coli (a) V66TAG ADHII, (b) P182TAG
ADHII, (c) D314TAG ADHII, (d) harboring pJM7-ADHII, non-
specifically attached to electrode, (e) harboring only pJM7-ADHII in
solution, (f) V66TAG ADHII grown in the absence of Az-Phe.
Reference electrode: pseudo Ag/AgCl; scan rate: 5 mV/s.

Figure 4. (A) Power densities of fuel cells constructed with E. coli
attached to gold-coated plates, following “click” reaction with 2. E. coli
(a) V66TAG, (b) P182TAG, (c) D314TAG, and (d) harboring pJM7-
ADHII, nonspecifically attached to electrode. (e) Purified ADHII,
nonspecifically attached to electrode. (f) E. coli harboring pJM7-
ADHII, in solution. (g) WT E. coli in solution. (B) Power densities of
a fuel cell constructed with wired E. coli V66TAG over a week of
operation. After days: (a) 1; (b) 2; (c) 4; (d) 6; and (e) 7.
Measurements were performed under ambient temperature, in the
presence of 2% ethanol. A potential of +700 mV vs Ag/AgCl was
applied to the cathode to simplify biofuel cell construction.
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were still viable after immobilization to the surface. Moreover, a
biofuel cell was assembled with modified bacteria as the anode
and has shown increasing power output performance for a
week, at comparable power outputs reported in many
previously reported microbial fuel cells.28 In addition, no
membrane was needed, and it could operate under ambient
aerobic conditions. Comparing the performance of the biofuel
cells to a purified enzyme or nonspecifically bound displayed
enzymes has shown a superior performance for our system,
which demonstrates the advantages of this approach. Currently
we are investigating the source of this exciting behavior as well
as the electron-transfer characteristics between the modified
bacteria and electrodes. It is our belief that we were able to
devise a plausible first site-specific route to achieve an
important step in the direction of a true hybrid between a
living microorganism and an inorganic electrode.
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